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a b s t r a c t
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have gained significant consideration as highly promising mate-
rials for adsorption and reducing environmental contamination. They exhibit unique catalytic chem-
istry and coordination capabilities, making them versatile in various applications such as catalysis, 
gas handling, drug delivery, sensing, and separation. Compared to traditional adsorbents, MOFs 
offer advantages like high adsorption potential, large surface area, tunable porosity, hierarchical 
structure, and recyclability. However, their low stability in water poses a challenge for real-world 
implementation. By carefully selecting metal ions and organic linkers, the efficiency and selec-
tivity of MOFs can be controlled for the removal of specific contaminants. Researchers have iden-
tified thermally and water-stable MOFs and their composites with other materials for the removal 
of environmental pollutants in water, soil, and the atmosphere. This review critically discusses the 
efficiency of MOFs for adsorption and their mechanisms of action, as well as their potential in com-
bination with other adsorbents. The growing body of research demonstrates the emerging value of 
MOFs in environmental applications and provides insights for the development of efficient treat-
ment technologies for the removal of hazardous environmental emissions.
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1. Introduction

The global risk of releasing toxic pollutants into the envi-
ronment is increasing [1,2]. Every year, various hazardous 
materials, including NO/NO2, SO2/SO3, CO/CO2, organic 
nitrogen compounds (e.g., hydrogen cyanide), sulfur-con-
taining compounds (e.g., organothiols), organic compounds, 
and different toxic metals, are discharged into water and air 
[3–6]. These toxic pollutants primarily result from human 
activities [7,8], such as the combustion of fossil fuels, the 
release of harmful industrial gases and vapors, chemical 
warfare agents, and the discharge of industrial effluents 
[9,10]. Releasing harmful gases/vapors, organic compounds, 
and various metals into the atmosphere and soil can cause 
significant harm to the environment and human health 

[11,12]. As a response to the escalating emissions of indus-
trial gases/vapors, stringent regulations have been proposed 
to reduce maximum volatile organic compound (VOC) emis-
sions within limits in EU Member States. Additionally, heavy 
metals pose serious environmental contamination issues 
due to their toxicity, persistence in natural conditions, and 
ability to enter the food chain. The contamination of soil and 
aquatic systems with heavy metals has become a challenging 
pollution problem due to their toxic effects, abundance, and 
bioaccumulation in the human body. Consequently, there 
is considerable interest and discussion around the effective 
elimination of toxic pollutants from the environment [5,9]. 
Currently, several environmental purification technologies 
exist, including ozonation, membrane separation, incinera-
tion, and electrochemical oxidation, to name a few [13–16]. 
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However, most of these treatment methods are plagued by 
high costs, low efficiency, and the generation of secondary 
pollutants. In this context, adsorption is gaining prominence 
as an affordable advanced technology for environmental 
purification due to its cost-effectiveness, minimal by-prod-
uct formation, ease of separation, and eco-friendliness. 
Furthermore, adsorption does not lead to the production 
of any harmful substances [17,18]. The adsorption of haz-
ardous gases, toxic metals, and organic compounds relies 
on the adsorption capacity and selectivity of porous mate-
rials, whose specific structures can enable toxic substances 
to enter their pores and be trapped through van der Waals 
forces (physical adsorption) or chemical bonding between 
the adsorbent and adsorbate (chemical adsorption) [19–21]. 
The physical adsorption potential of a solid adsorbent is 
heavily influenced by its pore size, cavity, and specificity. 
Conversely, the chemical adsorption capability is closely 
tied to the porous (acidic or basic) functionality, atomic 
surface coordination, and electron density (electron-poor 
or electron-rich). The characterization of porous materials 
plays a crucial role in determining their properties, with 
the adsorption of guest molecules on solid surfaces being a 
critical factor. This adsorption process is governed not only 
by the interaction between guest molecules and the surfaces 
but also by the pore size and shape [22]. Numerous porous 
materials have been evaluated as adsorbents for physically 
adsorbing toxic compounds, possessing large and rigid/
flexible structures. Examples include activated carbon, 
porous silica, aluminum silicate zeolites, carbon nanotubes, 
and resins, among others [23–25].

Inorganic or organic materials have traditionally been 
used over the past few decades for their porous properties. 
The most common porous materials are widely used, prob-
ably; activated carbon, which is often made by pyrolysis of 
high carbon materials. Despite the large areas and implicitly 
high adsorption capacities, the lack of ordered structures is 
the main disadvantage. Nevertheless, porous carbon mate-
rials have demonstrated their utility across a wide range of 
applications including, for example, the storage and separa-
tion of gases, the removal and recovery of solvents, or the 
treatment and purification of water [26]. Zeolites, in turn, 
represent a class of porous inorganic materials with highly 
ordered structures, the synthesis of which is normally carried 
out using an inorganic or organic form with strong interac-
tions. If you remove the model, the infrastructure collapses. 
Zeolites also have a disadvantage in that the occasional use 
of simple elements such as aluminium, silicon and chalco-
gens does not encourage undue diversity. In spite of this 
aspect, zeolites have attained significant industrial usage in 
applications such as separation and catalysis [27,28].

A novel category of porous materials is emerging to 
address the limitations of the aforementioned materials by 
combining the characteristics of both organic and inorganic 
porous materials. Starting from the late 1990s, these mate-
rials, featuring an inorganic–organic hybrid network, have 
made a significant impact in the field of porous materials. 
This marked the inception of a new family of porous species 
known as porous coordination polymers (PCPs) or Metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs). PCPs/MOFs exhibit well- 
defined pores ranging from micro- to mesopores, a large 
surface area, and a highly customizable framework with 

sizable, shapeable, and functionalizable pore surfaces 
[29–31]. The molecular structure of these frameworks is 
based on organic ligands serving as linkers and metal centers 
acting as connectors. The remarkable designability and func-
tionality of the organic spacers, combined with the physical 
properties of the metal ions, allow for the creation of diverse 
functions within the frameworks, such as gas storage/adsorp-
tion, separation, catalysis, and other chemical or physical 
functionalities. The assembly of PCPs involves coordinative 
bonds and various types of interactions like noncovalent 
bonds (e.g., hydrogen bonds, π-electron stacking, or van der 
Waals interactions), which contribute to the structural flexi-
bility and dynamics in the crystalline state, further enhanc-
ing the unique nature of PCPs among porous materials. With 
advancements in synthetic techniques and accumulated 
knowledge over the past decade, chemists are now equipped 
to design innovative porous materials by harnessing the full 
potential of the chemical components and architectural topol-
ogies [32–35]. Due to their unparalleled inner surface area, 
straightforward chemical control, and exceptional capacity to 
selectively adsorb large quantities of guest species, this class 
of porous materials quickly rose to prominence in the field of 
materials science [36]. The potential of MOFs in addressing 
environmental pollution lies in their ability to easily deco-
rate the high density of adsorption sites within their internal 
surfaces through post-synthetic modifications [37–39].

This study primarily focuses on the physical and chem-
ical adsorption of hazardous contaminants using MOFs. 
The review is conceptually divided into four main sections:

(1) Overview of environmental pollutants and adsorbent 
materials: In the first section, we provide an overview 
of different types of environmental pollutants and sum-
marize the organic and inorganic materials commonly 
employed as adsorbents for pollutant adsorption and 
extraction.

(2) Adsorption of harmful gases, VOCs, and toxic metals: 
The second section delves into the adsorption of harmful 
gases, VOCs, hazardous organic compounds, and toxic 
metals, considering size limitations and the interactions 
between the adsorbates and MOF surfaces.

(3) Strategies for enhancing adsorption capacity: The third 
section explores strategies to optimize the adsorption 
capacity, considering various factors such as function-
ality, moisture, coordinated unsaturated metal cations, 
acidity, basicity, and MOF defects, all of which signifi-
cantly influence the adsorption process.

(4) Addressing challenges and future research directions: 
Lastly, we address and illustrate the challenges faced 
in this field and present our perspective on the future 
research directions for MOFs.

In this review, the focus is on highlighting the global rele-
vance and significance of research on MOFs in the context of 
addressing pressing global challenges. MOFs have emerged 
as highly promising materials for a wide range of applica-
tions, including adsorption, catalysis, and environmental 
remediation. These versatile materials offer unique advan-
tages, such as high adsorption potential, large surface area, 
tunable porosity, and recyclability, making them invaluable 
tools for mitigating environmental contamination.
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By carefully selecting metal ions and organic linkers, 
the efficiency and selectivity of MOFs for the removal of 
specific contaminants can be controlled, aligning with key 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs). 
Specifically, this work contributes to UNSDG 6 (Clean Water 
and Sanitation), UNSDG 13 (Climate Action), UNSDG 14 
(Life Below Water), and UNSDG 11 (Sustainable Cities 
and Communities). By addressing water pollution, reduc-
ing greenhouse gas emissions, improving air quality, and 
advancing sustainable urban development, this research 
highlights the potential for MOFs to play a pivotal role in 
achieving these global goals.

The growing body of research in this area underscores 
the emerging value of MOFs in environmental applications 
and provides insights for the development of efficient treat-
ment technologies to combat hazardous environmental 
emissions on a global scale.

2. Environmental pollutants and organic/inorganic ma-
terials for removal of pollutants

2.1. Environmental pollutants

The hazardous wastes that pose a significant threat 
to the global aquatic system can be categorized into four 
main groups: (i) Aquatic pollution, (ii) hazardous inorganic 
wastes, (iii) hazardous organic wastes, and (iv) commercial 
chemical products.

2.1.1. Aquatic pollution

Clean water is an essential and vital resource that ful-
fils the needs of various sectors in human society, including 
drinking, washing, farm irrigation, and industrial devel-
opment. Unfortunately, the wasteful consumption of clean 
water and the negligent management of wastewater from 
households and businesses have resulted in severe con-
tamination of natural aquatic environments. Water contam-
ination can be broadly classified into two categories: point 
sources and non-point sources [40]. Point sources involve 
the release of toxins into water bodies from factories, septic 
materials, animal feedlots, mines, oil plants, and other sim-
ilar sources. Non-point sources include agricultural runoff, 
sedimentation, animal waste, and various other factors [41]. 
The presence of these contaminants in water supplies can 
lead to significant environmental problems and pose risks to 
public hygiene and health [42]. For example, the pollution of 
groundwater by pesticides can pose a threat to aquatic eco-
systems. Discharging fertilizers into water bodies can cause 
an overgrowth of algae, disrupting oxygen levels and dis-
turbing the ecological balance of the water system. Moreover, 
direct contact with or consumption of polluted water can 
result in skin rashes and serious diseases in humans, such as 
typhoid fever and gastrointestinal ailments. Inorganic and/
or organic chemical waste, particularly heavy metal ions, can 
be adsorbed by fish in the water, leading to contamination.

2.1.2. Inorganic wastes

2.1.2.1. Anionic waste

The most predominant contaminants in polluted sur-
face water are phosphates and nitrates. The application of 

large quantities of P and N-containing fertilizers to the soil 
leads to a substantial accumulation of soil phosphates and 
nitrates. The application to the field of large quantities of fer-
tilizers containing P and N results in a substantial accumu-
lation of phosphates and nitrates in the soil. Phosphates and 
nitrates can penetrate groundwater and surface reservoirs, 
such as rivers and lakes, due to natural precipitation. Water 
contamination of nitrates jeopardizes the health of people 
and other animals. High nitrate concentrations in water are 
highly toxic. While phosphorus is not as harmful in water 
as nitrate, it can promote the growth of algae in water along 
with nitrate contaminants. Their extreme discharge into 
sources of surface water will lead to serious eutrophication 
of the sources of surface water. The most commonly observed 
effect of eutrophication is that it induces the reproduction of 
marine algae and vegetation, allowing water in aquatic envi-
ronments to smell and taste, and avoiding the use of toxic 
environments as a source of drinking water for industry, 
agriculture and humans. Another important class of anionic 
pollutants is cyanides. Cyanide salts such as sodium cya-
nide and potassium cyanide or as hydrogen cyanide in the 
gas process can be derived from natural sources are usually 
available. Cyanides from neglected industrial wastewa-
ter, coal gasification, electroplating, and partial burning of 
fuels can be emitted into the water supply [43,44].

2.1.2.2. Cationic waste

Heavy metal ions such as iron, arsenic, mercury, chro-
mium, nickel, barium, cadmium, cobalt, selenium and vana-
dium are the most common inorganic cationic wastes iden-
tified in marine environments and soil. Human/industrial 
operations, such as manufacturing of printed circuits and 
semiconductors, finishing and coating of metals, industrial 
painting techniques, etc., are the major sources of heavy 
metal contaminants. These heavy metal ions, if highly 
exposed and indirect contact, are lethal and can poison peo-
ple and animals. Acute and chronic signs can be subdivided 
as evidence of heavy metal poisoning in humans. Anxiety, 
dyslexia, decreased focus, migraines are chronic signs. It 
is necessary to eliminate ionic heavy metal contaminants 
from the water supply for the reasons specified [44–46].

2.1.3. Organic wastes

Chemical contaminants derived from harmful organic 
molecules can cause extreme illness in humans at large con-
centrations. These organic compounds come from a wide 
range of consumer materials that can be used in a wide vari-
ety of settings, such as detergents, refined hydrocarbons, 
chemicals, organic solvents, pesticides, and dyes. Moreover, 
due to their long-term adverse consequences and chemi-
cal complexity, these biological contaminants pose a threat 
to ecosystems and humans. Specifically, thousands of per-
sistent organic contaminants are a class of chemicals con-
sisting of a heterogeneous group of bioaccumulating toxic 
organic compounds and are subject to long transport routes 
[47,48]. They are emitted from urban and industrial waste, 
landfills, farming activities, and other sources into the atmo-
sphere and undergo multiple reactions that validate their  
prevalence.
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The primary surface drainage of aliphatic organic com-
pounds is highly prevalent in urban environments. Aliphatic 
compounds are primarily by-products of petroleum com-
bustion and serve as toxic contaminants in the aquatic 
environment, mainly through surface runoff. Various ali-
phatic organic compounds, including alkenes, alkynes, 
dichlorodifluoromethane, dichloromethane, propanol, and 
tetramethylammonium ions, have been reported.

Another type of organic material that is released into the 
atmosphere by the incomplete combustion of organic sub-
stances, such as wood, charcoal, and oil, is polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons. The extensive use of polychlorinated 
biphenyls in many manufacturing processes increases their 
entry into the atmosphere through electrical transformers, 
capacitors, carbonless paper, and plastics.

Another category of organic compounds used in vari-
ous chemical frameworks is pesticides, which are used for 
diverse agricultural and non-agricultural purposes, includ-
ing herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and germicides. 
Dyes are colored compounds that are closely related to the 
substrates to which they are added. Numerous manufactur-
ing methods, such as the production of herbicides, plastics, 
textile precursors, photo producers, dyes, pharmaceuticals, 
and the pulp and paper industry, result in the by-products 
of phenol and phenolic compounds.

Moreover, the incomplete mineralization of phenolic 
compounds contributes to natural organic by-products, 
which are commonly dispersed in our environment, includ-
ing humic substances, lignins, and tannins. The toxicity of 
phenols and phenolic derivatives is primarily due to the 
rapid release of free electrons that create intermediates and 
phenoxy radicals [49–51].

2.2. Organic-based materials as innovative adsorbents for removal 
of pollutants from the environment

Activated carbons, carbon nanotubes, graphene, zeolite, 
and organic polymers, which are often formed by pyrol-
ysis of materials with rich carbon content, are possibly the 
most common porous materials intensively exploited. They 
have high surface areas and a high potential for adsorption 
implicitly.

2.2.1. Isotherm model

Adsorption isotherms play a crucial role in studying the 
adsorption capacities of adsorbents. They provide valuable 
insights into the relationship between the equilibrium con-
centrations of the adsorbates and the amount of adsorbates 
on the adsorbents at a constant temperature. An adsorp-
tion isotherm is determined by measuring the adsorption 
equilibrium under constant temperature conditions [52].

2.2.1.1. Langmuir model

Adsorption occurs consistently at the active sites of the 
adsorbents, according to the Langmuir model. Adsorption 
activity ceases at these sites as soon as they are filled by 
the adsorbates. The Langmuir model postulates that every 
active adsorption site possesses identical binding energy, 
and each site can accommodate only a single adsorbate. 
The Langmuir model’s linear form is expressed in Eq. (1) [53]:
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where Ce represents the equilibrium concentration of 
the adsorbate (mg·L–1), qe is the equilibrium adsorption 
capacity (mg·g–1), qm is the maximum adsorption capac-
ity of a single layer (mg·g–1), and b denotes the equilibrium  
constant.

2.2.1.2. Freundlich model

The Freundlich isotherm offers a scientific equation that 
effectively elucidates non-ideal adsorption phenomena. 
This model corresponds to the exponential distribution of 
heterogeneous surfaces often encountered in active centers. 
The Freundlich model is based on multilayer adsorption, 
as opposed to the Langmuir model, and its linear structure 
can be expressed by Freundlich [54]:
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where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate 
(mg·L–1), qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity of the 
adsorbent (mg·g–1), KF is the Freundlich constant (index of 
adsorption capacity), and n is also a Freundlich constant 
(index of adsorption intensity or surface heterogeneity).

2.2.1.3. Sips isotherm model

The Sips isotherm model is often used to describe mul-
tilayer adsorption onto heterogeneous surfaces. The non- 
linear equation is given by Ho et al. [53]:
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where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate 
(mg·L–1), qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity of the 
adsorbent (mg·g–1), qm is the maximum adsorption capac-
ity (mg·g–1), K is the Sips equilibrium constant, and n is the 
heterogeneity parameter.

2.2.1.4. Temkin isotherm model

The Temkin isotherm model is used to describe adsorp-
tion on a heterogeneous surface, considering interactions 
between adsorbate molecules. The non-linear equation is 
given by Ho et al. [53]:

q RT
b
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T

T e= ln  (4)

where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate 
(mg·L–1), qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity of the 
adsorbent (mg·g–1), R is the gas constant, T is the absolute tem-
perature, bT is a constant related to adsorption enthalpy, and 
AT is the Temkin constant related to the heat of adsorption.
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2.2.1.5. Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherm model

The Dubinin–Radushkevich isotherm model is com-
monly used for the characterization of microporous adsor-
bents. The non-linear equation is given by Ho et al. [53]:

q qe m� �� �exp ��2  (5)

where qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity of the 
adsorbent (mg·g–1), qm is the maximum adsorption capacity  
(mg·g–1), ε is the Polanyi potential, β is the Dubinin–
Radushkevich constant, related to the energy of adsorption.

2.2.2. Activated carbon-based adsorbents

A wide range of raw materials with a high carbon/ash 
content, such as tar, lignite, or coconut, can be used to pro-
duce activated carbon (AC). The manufacturing process is 
highly energy-consuming and typically proceeds: a gradual 
increase in temperature to 500°C oxidizes and eliminates vol-
atile impurities. Further heating to 1,000°C generates steam, 
which expands the material’s porous structure. During the 
activation process, a variety of pore sizes is created, rang-
ing from the carbon surface to the particles. Pore sizes are 
categorized into three groups based on the diameter of the 
pore openings [55].

It is well known that granular activated carbon has the 
potential to extract a large range of organic compounds 
from water. Factors associated with the tremendous increase 
in the development of organic chemicals have affected the 
efficiency of many water supplies in recent decades. Many 
toxins are strongly stabilized organic compounds that are 
not eliminated by the disposal of biological or chemical 
waste and also survive the self-cleaning that typically takes 
place in wetlands. In water treatment schemes, organic 
compounds are not greatly separated from the coagulation, 
chlorination and filtration procedures used. To make the 
water tasty and avoid foaming, activated carbon is used in 
adequate amounts and only the most fragrant additives give 
a palpable taste to the dilutions usually present. It is more 
adsorbable to certain organic toxins than others. Due to their 
poor water solubility, organic solvents such as trichloroeth-
ylene and aromatic solvents such as toluene are adsorb-
able. It also successfully adsorbs high molecular weight 
compounds such as polynuclear aromatics and surfactants. 
Water-soluble molecules including alcohols and aldehydes 
are poorly adsorbed, on the other hand. Generally, VOCs 
such as chlorinated solvents and aromatics with low molec-
ular weight are treated with granular activated carbon. 
However, the incorporation of VOCs into the atmosphere 
restricts their use for environmental purposes. Granular 
activated carbon, on the other hand, can eliminate volatile 
and non-volatile chemicals, minimize chemical emissions 
rapidly to undetectable limits and avoid their return to the 
environment [56–60].

Activated carbon, owing to its well-developed pore 
structure and high inner surface for adsorption, is a strong 
adsorbent for adsorbing toxic metals. However, because 
activated carbon based on coal is costly, its use has been 
reduced and more attempts have been made to turn inex-
pensive and plentiful agricultural waste into activated 

carbon. Anirudhan and Sreekumari [61] have shown that 
chromium is extracted from wastewater and have demon-
strated positive results. Owing to their harmful effects, the 
removal of such dangerous metals such as lead (Pb) and 
cadmium (Cd) is very urgent. As stated by Ullah et al. [62], 
the removal efficiency of both metals was highly depen-
dent on their initial concentration, contact time, pH, tem-
perature and adsorbent quantity.

2.2.3. Carbon nanotubes as adsorbent

They have undoubtedly revolutionized the field of 
nanotechnology since the invention of carbon nanotubes 
(CNT). CNTs are cylindrical macromolecules with a radius 
of a few nanometers and a length of up to many microm-
eters, as defined by Iijima [63] and Bethune et al. [64]. The 
walls of these tubes consist of a hexagonal network of car-
bon atoms and are covered by fullerene-like structures. The 
unique structure of CNTs can primarily be categorized into 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes and single-walled carbon 
nanotubes. Across various technical domains, several solu-
tions have been proposed to harness the exceptional physi-
cal, chemical, and electronic properties of CNTs. Impurities 
found in wastewater, such as heavy metal ions, 1,2-dichloro-
benzene, and dioxin, are non-degradable, highly toxic, and 
carcinogenic. They can lead to cumulative toxicity, cancer, 
and nerve damage [63–66]. The elimination of these impu-
rities relies on the adsorption behavior of an adsorbent. 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exhibit outstanding adsorption 
capabilities and superior adsorption performance compared 
to traditional granular and powdered activated carbon, 
which have limited properties, such as surfactant sites and 
activation energy, due to their high surfactant site/volume 
ratio and controlled pore size distribution. Extensive exper-
iments have demonstrated that both the surface functional 
groups and the nature of the sorbate are factors affecting the 
adsorption potential of CNTs. For example, the presence of 
surface acidity (carboxyl, lactone, and phenolic groups) facil-
itates the adsorption of polar compounds [67]. On the other 
hand, it has been observed that the surface of non-function-
alized CNTs has a higher potential for adsorbing non-po-
lar compounds, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 
compared to polar compounds. Chemical interactions with 
polar compounds and physical interactions with non-po-
lar compounds primarily involve the diffusion activity 
of CNTs. Langmuir or Freundlich isotherms are typically 
used to describe the adsorption of polar and non-polar  
compounds [68,69].

Across a broad pH range, CNTs exhibit effective adsorp-
tion capabilities. Adsorption and desorption experiments 
have shown the reliability of CNTs for various adsorption 
and desorption cycles. In a regeneration study, Lu et al. [70] 
reported that metal adsorption and desorption in CNTs 
decreased marginally, whereas in granular activated car-
bon (GAC), it decreased significantly after a series of cycles. 
This phenomenon can be attributed to the porous structure 
of GAC, which makes it difficult to desorb metals, requiring 
ions to travel from the inner surface to the outer surface of 
the pores [70].

In addition to their role as adsorbers for organic and 
inorganic pollutants, recent research has explored the use 
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of CNTs as nanofilters to reduce particle concentration in 
wastewater. Similar to adsorbents, the specific selectivity 
of CNT filters can be customized by incorporating vari-
ous functions at the pore inlets. CNTs have demonstrated 
excellent efficiency in water transport, owing to their hydro-
phobic properties [71]. Molecular dynamics simulations 
reveal that the hydrophobic nature of CNT pores results in 
weak interactions with water molecules, allowing for rapid 
and nearly normal water flow.

The application of CNTs in wastewater treatment 
extends beyond filtration and adsorption. Several studies have 
shown that CNTs possess strong antimicrobial properties, 
enabling them to serve as an effective alternative to chemi-
cal disinfectants in combating microbial infections. The use 
of CNTs in water disinfection helps prevent the formation 
of hazardous disinfection by-products, such as trihalometh-
anes, haloacetic acids, and aldehydes, as CNTs are not potent 
oxidizing agents and remain relatively inert in water [72].

2.2.4. Graphene as an adsorbent

Graphene, the first 2D crystal, is an essential nanomate-
rial used for extracting heavy metals from wastewater due 
to its outstanding properties, such as stiffness, elasticity, 
mechanical strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, 
as a carbon-based material [73]. Furthermore, two catego-
ries of nanomaterials derived from graphite that can also be 
applied to extract heavy metals from effluent are graphene 
oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [74]. GO 
serves as a graphene oxidation agent and contains numerous 
functional groups rich in oxygen, including epoxy, carboxyl, 
carbonyl, and hydroxyl, which aid in the removal of heavy 
metals. In general, the reduction product of graphene oxide 
(rGO) tends to exhibit a higher number of defects compared 
to pristine graphene. Additionally, rGO is more susceptible 
to modifications by functional groups such as COOH, OH, 
and others [75]. The removal of heavy metals from graphene-
based nanomaterials is attributed to their unique combina-
tion of properties, including size, specific surface character-
istics, and various functional groups such as COOH, OH, 
and CH(O)CH, among others. These remarkable features 
play a significant role in the removal mechanism [76].

The density of fillers and their extremely hydrophilic 
properties make graphene and GO/rGO materials common 
choices for extracting heavy metals from wastewater. For 
example, Qin et al. [77] conducted batch experiments to 
analyze the performance factors of GO adsorption in heavy 
metal removal, including pH, adsorbent dosage, tempera-
ture, and contact time, and found that the adsorption mech-
anism aligned well with the kinetic pattern of the Langmuir 
isotherm and the pseudo-second-order kinetics, demonstrat-
ing GO’s high Zn(II) adsorption capacity. Zhao et al. [78] 
synthesized multilayer graphene oxide nanosheets using a 
modified Hummers process and employed a batch process 
to adsorb Co(II) and Cd(II) from water. They observed that 
the adsorption process was significantly influenced by pH, 
and the presence of humic acid in a water-based solution 
reduced the adsorption of Cd(II) and Co(II). The study also 
examined the thermodynamic parameters of this adsorption 
process, revealing that the adsorption of Co(II) and Cd(II) 
on GO nanosheets is both endothermic and spontaneous.

Furthermore, graphene-based nanocomposites are 
increasingly being used to extract heavy metals from aque-
ous solutions. The well-dispersed nature of GO in water 
makes it difficult to isolate from the solution [78]. Recently, 
Arshad et al. [79] synthesized a new graphene-modified 
adsorbent to improve the adsorption potential for heavy met-
als. They integrated calcium alginate spheres into graphene 
oxide and further reduced them with polyethyleneimine. 
Batch adsorption experiments were conducted in a shaking 
bath. According to the Langmuir isotherm, the adsorption 
capacities of this GO-based nanocomposite were ranked as 
Pb(II), Hg(II), and Cd(II), indicating its superior performance 
in extracting these three ions. The adsorption kinetics fol-
lowed pseudo-second-order kinetics, and the parameters 
of thermodynamic adsorption indicated that the mecha-
nism of adsorption could be attributed to physico-chemical 
adsorption. Reusability tests of the adsorbent demonstrated 
excellent Pb(II) removal efficiency even after five cycles.

Vilela et al. [80] are developing new microbots (GOx 
microbots) based on graphene oxide that could serve as 
self-propelled devices for capturing, transporting, and 
removing heavy metals. Most work on graphene-based 
nanomaterials, however, remains at a preliminary research 
stage, with a lack of research into the practical application 
of graphene-based nanomaterials for industrial wastewater 
treatment, especially in the case of wastewater containing 
multiple pollutants. Furthermore, the economic feasibil-
ity of recycling and reusing graphene-based nanomaterials 
requires further study.

2.2.5. Zeolite as an adsorbent

Zeolites are aluminosilicate microporous minerals 
widely utilized as industrial catalysts and adsorbents [81]. 
Their versatile properties find applications in various sectors, 
including industry, agriculture, medicine, chemical technol-
ogy, environmental protection, and engineering [82]. Zeolites 
are employed in diverse processes, such as reactions with 
organic compounds (separation of unsaturated hydrocar-
bons and selective adsorption of petroleum substances and 
other organic molecules with molecular sieving properties). 
They are often used in treating acidic wastewater generated 
during the production of monochloroacetic acid from chlori-
nated organic compounds or in the removal of phenols from 
wastewater. Additionally, zeolites are employed in various 
applications, including membranes, molecular sieves, and 
the elimination of gaseous contaminants in wastewater treat-
ment, as well as in the nuclear industry [83,84]. They serve 
as efficient ion exchangers, and their applications extend 
to medication and gas separation.

Zeolites are commonly harnessed in water treatment, 
wastewater technologies, and the purification of flue gases 
for environmental purposes. They possess the capabil-
ity to remove substantial quantities of pollution-inducing 
ions, including radionuclides such as 137Cs and 90Sr, metals, 
ammonium ions, chloroform, and carbon tetrachloride from 
acidic wastewater [85]. In the context of heavy metal adsorp-
tion, zeolites exhibit distinct selectivity for this category of 
contaminants commonly found in water, waste, or sludge 
[86]. Querol et al. [82] conducted a study on the removal of 
heavy metals from iron- and aluminum-rich polluted water, 
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where synthetic zeolites demonstrated excellent selectivity: 
Al3+, Fe3+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Ti+, Mn2+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+. Lee 
et al. [87] examined the selective adsorption of Zn, Cu, Cd, 
and Pb cations for both natural and synthetic zeolites, reveal-
ing that synthetic zeolites exhibited greater cation exchange 
capacity and thus higher heavy metal cation adsorption [87].

Zeolites are frequently employed to decontaminate 
floors, gases, and aqueous solutions from mercury emis-
sions, in addition to other cost-effective adsorbents [88,89]. 
To capture mercury in vapor phases, a high-temperature 
resistant synthetic zeolite impregnated with silver has been 
developed [90]. Moreover, this zeolite has demonstrated a 
high selectivity against dioxins, furans, and other polycyclic 
hydrocarbons, which undergo thermal decomposition fol-
lowing the initial mercury vapor capture. Zeolites are most 
effective in extracting compounds such as SO2, CO2, CO, 
NOx, H2S, and NH3 [90,91].

2.2.6. Nanocomposites supported by organic polymers

Polymer hosts possess numerous distinctive properties 
that make organic polymers a competitive choice for nano-
composite hosts. These properties include tunable function-
ality, excellent mechanical strength, regenerative capacity, 
environmental resilience, and degradable characteristics 
[92]. There are two main categories of polymer-based nano-
composites: synthetic organic polymer-based nanocompos-
ites and biopolymer-based nanocomposites [93]. Polymer 
nanocomposites can be produced using two methods: direct 
assembly and in situ synthesis [94]. Synthetic organic poly-
mers such as polyaniline and polystyrene are commonly 
used in the production of nanocomposites for the removal 
of heavy metals [95]. For instance, Afshar et al. [96] devel-
oped a magnetic nanocomposite of polypyrrole-polyaniline/
Fe3O4 and studied its ability to extract Pb(II) from aque-
ous solutions. At pH levels between 8 and 10, these nano-
composites were able to extract nearly 100% of the Pb(II). 
The isothermal model and the second-order pseudo-model 
of Freundlich provided a better fit for the adsorption data.

Biopolymers, such as cellulose, chitosan, and alginate, 
are widely used as matrices for nanocomposites, in addition 
to synthetic organic polymers. Cellulose, one of the most 
common biopolymers, has hydroxyl groups on its glucose 
rings, providing multiple binding sites for heavy metal ions 
[97]. Therefore, it is a promising raw material for adsor-
bents. Suman et al. [98] developed a silica-based compos-
ite material embedded in nanocellulose (NC)-Ag (AgNP) 
nanoparticles using advanced techniques for the extraction 
of dyes, heavy metals, and microbes from water. The results 
indicated successful removal of almost all Pb(II) and Cr(III) 
and efficient microbial load decontamination.

Saad et al. [99] synthesized a ZnO/core-shell chitosan 
nanocomposite, which is cost-effective and has lower bio-
logical toxicity. This nanocomposite was tested for its abil-
ity to extract Pb(II), Cd(II), and Cu(II). The batch adsorp-
tion results showed high adsorption capacities for Pb(II), 
Cd(II), and Cu(II) according to the Langmuir isothermal 
model, making it an excellent adsorbent with the capability 
for repeated use.

Gokila et al. [100] reported the development of a chi-
tosan/alginate nanocomposite for the removal of Cr(VI) 

from wastewater. The batch adsorption experiments 
demonstrated promising adsorption capabilities for Cr(VI), 
with the adsorbent showing a preference for multilayer  
adsorption.

Lofrano et al. [101] provided a detailed description of 
functional polymer nanocomposites (PFNCs) for the removal 
of metals from water. Their work covered planning, anal-
ysis, toxicity, interactions between PFNCs and removal 
of nanoparticles, and polymer hosts.

While polymer nanocomposites have demonstrated 
their effectiveness for the removal of heavy metals, further 
research is warranted to enhance the synthesis process, 
reduce costs, develop recovery techniques, and ensure envi-
ronmental protection, among other factors [101].

3. MOFs-based materials for the removal of pollutants 
from the environment

MOFs stand out as one of the most potent porous mate-
rials for addressing environmental contamination. They 
are recognized for their ability to form network-structured 
porous materials by self-organizing complex structures 
from organic ligands and metal ions. MOFs employ various 
adsorption processes, such as open metal sites, electrostatic 
adsorption, π–π bonds, hydrogen bonding, and acid–base 
interactions, to achieve highly effective contaminant removal 
[102]. These materials are believed to offer advantages over 
conventional porous materials, holding great promise for 
diverse applications in this field [103].

However, it is important to note that the production of 
MOF materials is not a straightforward process. The compo-
sition of MOFs during their synthesis is greatly influenced 
by various factors, including the coordination compound, the 
coordination environment, central metal ions, and organic 
ligands [104]. Among these factors, parameters like tem-
perature, the molar ratio of metal ions to organic ligands, 
the choice of solvent, the pH of the reaction, the concentra-
tion of components, and the reaction duration play a signif-
icant role in determining the structure and efficiency of the 
resulting MOFs. Therefore, addressing these critical reaction 
conditions is essential in the quest for optimizing MOFs for 
environmental applications [105,106].

Various synthetic methods can be employed in the fabri-
cation of MOFs. The conventional solution process involves 
the combination of metal components, organic ligands, and 
other raw materials in a specific solvent. This mixture is then 
subjected to specific temperature and duration conditions, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1, outlining the MOF synthesis process. 
Subsequently, the reaction product is obtained through fil-
tration, followed by solvent evaporation to yield purified 
MOF crystals [107,108].

The hydrothermal or solvothermal process (Fig. 2) 
involves combining metal ions, organic binders, reaction 
solvents, regulators, and other precursors in specific pro-
portions. This mixture is then placed in a high-temperature 
reactor to initiate a reaction at a predetermined temperature. 
As soon as the reaction is complete, the reactor’s temperature 
is gradually reduced to ambient or room temperature using 
water. The resulting sample is subjected to multiple clean-
ing steps to eliminate impurities. Subsequently, the product 
is washed once more using anhydrous ethanol or alternative 
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solvents at a fixed temperature. Pure MOF can be obtained 
after vacuum drying [109].

Porous coordination polymers can be categorized into 
three generations (Fig. 3): the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gener-
ations [110]. The 1st generation PCPs have microporous 
frameworks that are maintained solely by guest molecules 
and experience irreversible structural collapse after the 
removal of these guest molecules. The 2nd generation PCPs 
feature stable and robust frameworks akin to zeolites, retain-
ing permanent porosity even after the evacuation of guest 
molecules from their cavities. The 3rd generation PCPs pos-
sess flexible frameworks with a certain degree of dynamicity 
in response to various external stimuli, such as guest mole-
cules, electric fields, pressure, and light. They can undergo 
reversible modifications of their cavities. Many inorganic 
porous compounds, constructed through covalent bonds, fall 
into the category of 2nd generation materials. The concept 
of the 4th generation MOFs is closely linked to the advance-
ment of post-synthetic modifications (PSM) of MOFs. These 
modifications involve post-processing MOFs in a way that 
preserves their topology and structural integrity, allowing 
for various subsequent modifications to be made [111,112].

Hybrids, such as PCPs or MOFs, leverage their orde-
red structure, increased stability, and significantly higher 

specific surface areas. Fig. 4 provides a brief overview of 
potential applications in gas storage, gas/vapor separation, 
catalysis, luminescence, magnetism, and drug storage and  
delivery [114].

3.1. MOFs for the removal of harmful gases

Efficiently capturing hazardous chemicals is of signif-
icant value, both for environmental preservation and for 
the protection of individuals at risk of chemical exposure. 
However, the utilization of MOFs alone for capturing harm-
ful gases and addressing more complex interactions between 
noxious adsorbates is often limited due to the restricted 
pore size and shape of MOFs. To enhance the selectivity and 
adsorption efficiency of MOFs for specific toxic compounds, 
certain strategies can be employed (Fig. 5), such as introduc-
ing open metal sites (coordinated unsaturated metal centers) 
on the surface of the pores or functionalizing MOFs. This 
can be achieved through coordination bonds, acid-based 
interactions, and the formation of π complexes or hydrogen 
bonds. It is important to note that in addition to the men-
tioned processes, hydrogen bonding and breathing effects 
also play a crucial role in the adsorption of toxic gases in  
MOFs.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrates the conventional solution methods used for synthesizing metal–organic frameworks. 
Reproduced with permission from MDPI ref. [106] (Creative Commons CC BY license).

 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram illustrates the synthesis of metal–organic frameworks using the hydrothermal/solvothermal method or 
solvent heating methods. Reproduced with permission from MDPI ref. [106] (Creative Commons CC BY license).
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Fig. 3. Classification of MOFs into different generations. In the 1st generation, MOFs collapse when guests are removed. The 2nd 
generation MOFs possess permanent porosity that remains unaffected by guest removal. The 3rd generation MOFs exhibit flex-
ible and dynamic properties. Finally, the 4th generation MOFs are capable of sustaining post-processing modifications, allowing 
for modifiable positions at metal/cluster sites, organic linkers, and vacant spaces. Reproduced with permission from RSC ref. [113] 
(License ID 1406562).

Fig. 4. MOFs exhibit a diverse array of environmental applications. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier ref. [115] 
(License ID 5647840063660).
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3.1.1. NH3 removal

Several industries, including pharmaceuticals and fertil-
izer production, are involved in the manufacturing of vari-
ous goods, such as cleaning products. Annually, they gener-
ate an estimated 150 million tons of NH3, a crucial raw mate-
rial. NH3, a toxic chemical, has been recognized and listed 
in NATO’s Threat Index due to its harmful characteristics 

and associated risks in processing and storage [116,117]. 
Developing new materials for the adsorption of NH3 from 
the air is of considerable importance, considering the poten-
tial for acute and chronic NH3 exposure. MOFs are con-
sidered a promising adsorbent for NH3. A previous study 
demonstrated that HKUST-1 (HKUST stands for Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology) efficiently adsorbs 
NH3 in both dry and wet environments [118]. The mechanism 

Fig. 5. Significant mechanisms involved in the adsorption of toxic gases (NH3, H2S). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier 
ref. [21] (License ID 5647830101875).

Fig. 6. (a) Secondary building unit (top) and structure viewed along the c-axis (bottom) of M2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 and (b) NH3 adsorption 
isotherms of Mn2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 (1, red squares), Co2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 (2, blue triangles), Ni2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 (3, green pentagons), 
and UiO-66-NH2 (grey circles) at 1 bar, 298 K. Reproduced with permission from ACS ref. [121] (License ID 1647347).
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relies on NH3 molecules acting as Lewis acid/base and coor-
dinating with open Cu(II) sites. In their research, Kobielska 
et al. [119] chose Cu2(dobdc) due to its high Cu(II) site den-
sity (4.7 nm–3) among all MOFs, exhibiting exceptional selec-
tivity for NH3 while effectively adsorbing it. Cu2(dobdc) 
demonstrates NH3 sorption levels of 7.6 and 3.4 mmol·g–1 
under 80% and 0% relative humidity, respectively. Although 
the adsorption per Cu site and gravimetric NH3 molecules 
are lower compared to HKUST-1, Cu2(dobdc) outperforms 
HKUST-1 in volumetric sorption at 5.9 NH3/nm3, particu-
larly at 80% relative humidity [120]. Rieth et al. [121] pro-
vided details on the synthesis of various MOFs (Fig. 6), 
M2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 (M = Mn, Ni, and Co; BTDD = bis(1H)-
1,2,3-triazole[4,5-b],[4’,5’-i])dibenzo-1,4-dioxin, which rely 
on highly stable azolates and exhibit NH3 adsorption proper-
ties. NH3 removal from Mn2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2, Co2Cl2(BTDD)
(H2O)2, and Ni2Cl2(BTDD)(H2O)2 at 1 bar and 298 K was 
recorded at 15.47, 12.00, and 12.02 mmol·g–1, respectively. 
It’s worth noting that high NH3 adsorption is reversible 
over at least three cycles. UiO-66-NH2 showed an initial 
adsorption of 9.84 mmol·g–1 but exhibited substantial crys-
tallinity loss, losing more than 50% of its original ammonia 
capacity after three successive adsorption cycles [121].

A computer screening of MOFs groups, as evaluated 
by Kim et al. [122], has shown that binding NH3 to coordi-
nate metals with linker functionalities can be useful. It was 
determined that RCOOCu groups achieve the most favorable 
binding energies with ammonia among all functionalities 
[122]. Joshi et al. [123] successfully integrated copper into 
various UiO-66 analogues with carboxylic acid functional 
groups, including UiO-66-(COOCu)2, UiO-66-COOCu, and 
UiO-66-oxCu, using a post-synthesis modification tech-
nique. Innovative studies involving NH3 under both dry 
and wet conditions (80% relative humidity) revealed that the 
two materials investigated exhibited a significant enhance-
ment in the dynamic adsorption capacity of NH3. The novel 
material UiO-66-(COOCu)2 demonstrated a dynamic NH3 
capacity exceeding 6 mmol·g–1 in both humid and dry envi-
ronments while maintaining its stability under both wet and 
dry conditions.

For gas separation and air filtration applications, it is 
essential to incorporate MOF crystallites into solid and eas-
ily handled support materials, enabling their efficient use 
as adsorbents. According to Padial et al. [124], they investi-
gated the application of chitin-based matrices derived from 
a marine sponge as a supporting material for MOF depo-
sition. Through powder X-ray diffraction measurements, 
they confirmed the even distribution of HKUST-1 within the 
matrix, with no formation of crystalline by-products. The 
ammonia isotherm adsorption data showed that NH3 has 
an adsorption capacity of 39 mg·g–1, which is approximately 
40% of the capacity observed for pure HKUST-1 (97 mg·g–1).

3.1.2. Benzene removal

In a large number of chemical and industrial processes, 
benzene and its derivatives can be utilized for different pur-
poses and may be discharged into the environment. The 
release of these organic pollutants, however, would raise sev-
eral health concerns. For the mitigation of benzene, the use 
of porous materials with reversible physisorption offers a 
promising solution. MOFs have been studied as a new class of 
porous materials suitable for the adsorption of benzene and 
its derivatives. The amount of benzene adsorbed on HKUST-
1, for instance, reached 10.0 mmol·g–1 at 1.0 kPa and 298 K 
[125]. Adsorption of benzene was 2.6 mmol·g–1 at 0.69 kPa 
and 303 K at MIL-141 (Cs) (MIL stands for Materials Institute 
Lavoisier) [126]. The adsorption of toluene to SCUTC-18 
(SCUT stands for South China University of Technology) was 
1,850 mmol·g–1 at 3,405 kPa and 298 K. He et al. [127] conducted 
a study investigating the efficiency of benzene uptake in a 
diverse range of isoreticular MOFs, including NENU-511 to 
NENU-514 (NENU stands for Northeast Normal University) 
(Fig. 7a) by merging 4 bidentate chelators with varying quan-
tities of methyl and phenyl groups with a 4,4’,4”-benzene-
1,3,5-triyl-tri-benzoic acid ligand (H3BTB). The levels ben-
zene adsorption of NENU-511-514 at 298 K are 1,556; 1,519; 
1,687 and 1,311 mg·g–1, respectively (Fig. 7b) [128].

Huang et al. [129] have prepared a novel nanotubular 
Zn-MOF obtained from biphenyl-3,5-dicarboxylic acid. This 

 
Fig. 7. (a) Structures and building blocks of NENU-511-514. (b) Benzene adsorption isotherms at 298 K for NENU-511-514. 
Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons ref. [127] (License ID 5647820554538).
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material is thermodynamically stable and exhibits excellent 
topological, structural and adsorbent characteristics. The 
measured values for p-xylene, m-xylene, and benzene were 
1.79, 1.04, and 1.08 mg·g–1, respectively. Adsorption com-
petition was also investigated with liquid phase benzene/
xylene and benzene/toluene. The nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) research findings demonstrated Zn-MOF’s effec-
tive distinction of benzene from xylene and toluene [129].

3.1.3. NO2 removal

NO2 is a commonly found hazardous pollutant and a 
prevalent chemical contaminant. Many sorbents containing 
MOF have been developed and tested in the past to remove 
NO2. Among various MOFs reported, Zr(IV)-based MOFs 
have received extensive attention owing to their excellent 
chemical stability for NO2 removal. Peterson et al. [130] con-
ducted a study using UiO-66-NH2 and found it to be effec-
tive in eliminating NO2 from the air (Fig. 8). Additionally, 
they tested UiO-66 and BPL (Trademark owned by Calgon 
Corporation) activated carbon for comparison purposes. 
UiO-66-NH2 demonstrated a NO2 saturation capacity of 
0.9 g·NO2·g–1. Moreover, at 80% relative humidity, the NO2 
loading capacity for UiO-66-NH2 exceeded 1.4 g·NO2·g–1. 
This increase in exposure to UiO-66-NH2 was ascribed to 
the higher water content at 80% relative humidity, which 
enabled the MOF to react with NO2 more easily [130].

Ebrahim and Bandosz [131] analyzed MOF synthesis 
with NH2 groups derived from the reported urea based on 
modified Zr(IV). In order to extract NO2 from dry or humid 
air, the samples were used as adsorbents. Through the incor-
poration of NH2 groups, the introduction of Lewis base 
sites promotes chemical reactions on the surfaces of MOFs. 
Additionally, water enhances the process of NO2 adsorption. 
In both moist and arid conditions, the carbonyl (C=O) groups 
and amine (NH2) groups in urea directly interact with NO2 
molecules, resulting in surface-bound nitrates being formed. 
In wet conditions, the NO2 adsorption capacity of urea-mod-
ified UiO-66 was significantly enhanced, with an impres-
sive adsorption rate of 101 mg·gads

–1, which is more than 
100% higher compared to the standard UiO-66, which only 
adsorbs at a rate of 40 mg·gads

–1. This substantial improvement 

demo nstrates the effectiveness of the urea modification 
in boos ting the adsorption potential of UiO-66 under wet  
conditions.

Audu et al. [132] developed a method to remove NO2 
generated from the Solvent Assisted Ligand Incorporation 
(SALI) process of synthesizing a UiO-66 analogue, UiO-
66-ox (ox-oxalic acid). UiO-66-ox has the potential to extract 
NO2 more effectively than UiO-66 from the gas stream. 
The addition of oxalic acid resulted in a doubling of the 
adsorption potential of NO2 to 8.4 mmol·g–1, as compared 
to the 3.8 mmol·g–1 achieved by UiO-66. The rise is associ-
ated with SBU (secondary building units) or free carboxylic 
acid and is estimated to be ~6.3 NO2 molecules for SBU. NO2 
removal which increases relates to the potential reactivity 
of the carboxylic with NO2 [133].

3.1.4. SO2 removal

The standard gases from the burning of coal dust include 
CO2, SO2 and NO2. It is possible to extract much of the SO2 by 
scrubbing and making it into salt. Traces of SO2 in vapours, 
though, cannot be eliminated by such methods. During the 
process of CO2 scrubbing, there is a potential issue with 
residual SO2 present in the flue gas. This SO2 can react with 
organic amines, leading to a permanent loss of amine activity 
and reducing the overall efficiency of the process. Therefore, 
it is crucial to completely eliminate SO2 residues from the 
vapors. One promising approach for selective gas elimi-
nation is reversible physisorption using porous materials.

However, using MOFs as adsorbents for SO2 removal has 
been challenging due to their inadequate stability against 
highly reactive SO2, which has hindered the design of effec-
tive experiments [134]. Nevertheless, a series of MOFs, 
specifically M(bdc)(ted)0.5 (M = Ni, Zn; bdc = 1,4-benzene 
dicarboxylate; ted = triethylenediamine), were reported by 
Tan et al. [135] for selective SO2 adsorption. At room tem-
perature and 1.13 bar, the adsorption of SO2 in Ni(bdc)(ted)0.5 
was measured to be 9.97 mmol·g–1. Theoretical simulations 
indicated two possible adsorption configurations for the 
adsorbed SO2 molecules. In one configuration, the SO2 mol-
ecule binds to the O atom of the paddle-wheel building unit 
through its S atom and its two O atoms to the C–H groups 
of hydrogen-bonding organic linkers. In the other configura-
tion, SO2 forms a hydrogen bond with the ted ligand group 
–CH2, which is connected at the same time by its two O atoms.

At 298 K and 1 bar, the SO2 adsorption capacity of MFM-
300 (In) (Manchester Framework Material) was found to be 
8.28 mmol·g–1 (Fig. 9a). In another study, Savage et al. [136] 
published the results of a MOF, MFM-300 (In), for selective 
SO2 adsorption. The selectivity of MFM-300 (In) was mea-
sured for binary gas mixtures at 1 bar and 298 K, and it was 
found to be 5,000 mmol·g–1 for SO2/N2, 425 mmol·g–1 for 
SO2/CH4, and 60 mmol·g–1 for SO2/CO2, respectively (Fig. 9b).

Moreover, without degrading the structure, the substance 
may be regenerated. Further experiments have reported 
that adsorbed SO2 molecules form unique several supra-
molecular associations on the pore surface of this material 
with free hydroxyl groups and aromatic rings, rationalizing 
the selectivity found at the molecular level.

Systematic investigation of SO2 adsorption at atmosph-
eric and low pressures on hexafluorosilicate SIFSIX-1-Cu, 

 
Fig. 8. Breakthrough curves of NO2 for BPL, UiO-66, and 
UiO-66-NH2 under dry relative humidity, with a NO elution 
inset. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons 
ref. [130] (License ID 5647820234421).
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SIFSIX-2-Cu, SIFSIX-2-Cu-i, SIFSIX-3-Zn, and SIFSIX-3-Ni 
was carried out by Cui et al. [137]. In Fig. 10a, it is evi-
dent that SIFSIX-1-Cu outperforms the other SIFSIX com-
pounds, displaying a higher SO2 capacity of 11.01 mmol·g–1 
at 298 K and 1.01 bar. Moving to Fig. 10b, we observe that 
SIFSIX-2-Cu-i exhibits remarkable SO2 adsorption at an 
extremely low partial pressure (0.002 bar) and 298 K, with 
a value of 2.31 mmol·g–1. However, when the partial pres-
sure was raised to 0.01 bar, the SO2 adsorption of SIFSIX-
2-Cu-i increased to 4.16 mmol·g–1. Further analysis in Fig. 
10c shows that SIFSIX-2-Cu-i has an impressive SO2/CO2 
selectivity ratio of 86–89 at a proportion of SO2 ranging 
from 0.1 to 0.9 M. Finally, in Fig. 10d, we find that SIFSIX-
1-Cu surpasses SIFSIX-2-Cu-i in terms of SO2/N2 separation 
selectivity, with values ranging from 2,510 to 3,145.

These results highlight the superior performance of 
SIFSIX-1-Cu in terms of SO2 capacity, while SIFSIX-2-Cu-i 
demonstrates remarkable selectivity for SO2 over CO2 and 
N2 under specific conditions [137].

3.1.5. Adsorption of fluorinated gases

Generally, the inclusion of fluorinated compounds is 
another class of gas pollutants that are considered highly 
detrimental to the environment. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 
pose a significant threat to the ozone layer in the strato-
sphere in particular. The incremental substitution of CFCs 
with other forms of service fluids in cooling processes has 
restored the functionality of the planetary natural UV shield 
substantially over the past decades. There are other classes of 
fluorinated gases that can be known to be particularly toxic 
to the atmosphere of the earth. Among them, halogenated 
general anesthesia gases (HGAGs) are an emerging threat 

due to their uncontrolled and globally released growth [138]. 
This is because even Cl-containing HGAGs (e.g., enflurane 
and isoflurane) are known as CFCs, whereas global warm-
ing potential is characterized by sevoflurane, desflurane, 
and isoflurane [139]. Among HGAG’s realistic technologies 
for emission control, those guaranteed for adsorption are 
defined as the most effective. MOFs are currently being used 
in experiments on the adsorption of these gases. However, 
the adsorption properties of sevoflurane (SF) in MOF-177 
were stated in the only article that discussed this issue and 
considered the use of a commercially available adsorbent 
[140]. The only MOF deemed suitable for the detection of 
HGAG is MIL-101, which is not currently available in large 
quantities as a potential product. MIL-101 has a higher SF 
adsorption capacity than a benchmark adsorbent generally 
used by HGAG. Unfortunately, as already expected, these 
technologically possible outcomes should not be the perfor-
mance of HGAG scanning systems, which can be achieved 
in operating theatres at the moment, as there is no MIL-101 
certainty to be produced commercially [141].

3.1.6. Adsorption of radioactive gases

Nuclear fission creates fission products, particularly 
those that are reactive under the conditions of reprocess-
ing spent fuel and the production of medical isotopes. 129I, 
127Xe and 85Kr are the radionuclides listed as notable for 
separation during flue gas treatment [142]. Existing strate-
gies of trapping I2 by porous adsorbents include the use of 
silver-based zeolites. These materials lack high adsorption 
capabilities due to their comparatively small surfaces. Silver 
metal use also raises questions about the expense and effect 
on the environment [143]. A few experiments have been 
performed on the adsorption of I2 by MOF, and the adsorp-
tion of I2 is not especially high in these papers [144–146]. 
Because of its adequate pore capacity, large surface area, 
and high chemical and thermal stability, ZIF-8 was selected 
as a new I2 adsorbent. It was observed that each cage was 
stuck with up to 5.4 I2 molecules and that I2 adsorption was 
mostly due to beneficial interactions with the ZIF-8 organic 
linker. The raised loads of I2 resulted in decreased crystal-
linity, but the cages’ connectivity was preserved as shown in 
Fig. 11 [147]. When extruded into granules, ZIF-8 maintained 
its high I2 adsorption capability. The tiny pores of ZIF-8 will 
restrict I2 loss after adsorption. This adsorption in ZIF-8 then 
allows I2 to be separated and inserted into suitable types of  
waste [148].

The synthesis and characterization of a new ZIF, ZIF-
mnIm, which has the same topology as ZIF-8, but with a dif-
ferent organic linker, has been documented by Bennett et al. 
[149]. The adsorption of I2 in ZIF-mnIm was calculated and 
the efficiency was compared to that of known ZIF frames. 
They observed that, due to the large pore opening, ZIF-mnIm 
had the highest initial adsorption, but poor retention. It was 
also found that the retention temperature from I2 to 100°C 
was greatly improved by mechanical grinding of filled sam-
ples. Although ZIF-8 was the overall best candidate for I2 
uptake and retention, the largest improvement in retention 
temperature after grinding was seen by ZIF-mnIm [149].

A major step in the isolation of toxic 127Xe and 85Kr from 
gaseous spent fuel reprocessing is the extraction of low 

 

Fig. 9. (a) Adsorption isotherms of SO2, CO2 and N2 (b) selectiv-
ity of MFM-300 (In) for SO2/N2 and SO2/CO2 mixtures is deter-
mined using the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory at 298 K and 
1 bar. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons 
ref. [136] (Creative Commons CC BY license).
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concentrations of Xe and Kr from the air. Cryogenic distil-
lation, which requires a lot of electricity and can be pricey 
to install, is the current way of removing these toxic gases. 
Conversely, through selective adsorption, the isolation of Xe 
and Kr at room temperature may be more energy-efficient 
and less costly overall [150]. In some MOFs, noble gas stor-
age has been reported, but research to date is very limited 
[151,152]. Thallapally et al. [153] have recently reported that 
Ni/DOBDC can adsorb 4.16 mol·Xe·kg–1 MOFs to 100 kPa and 
298 K [153]. Besides, Liu et al. [154] used a column approach 
to analyze the low MOF concentration adsorption of Xe and 
Kr. For the first time, their experimental findings revealed 
that Ni/DOBDC could isolate 400 ppm Xe with an overall Xe/
Kr selectivity of 7.3, from the 40 ppm Kr mixture in the air.

3.2. MOFs-based for capture of volatile organic compounds

For the trapping of volatile organic compounds, the 
properties of adsorbent materials can vary greatly from those 
of gases. In this respect, the diffusion kinetics of vapour mol-
ecules in narrow pore materials could be very slow and, from 
the other side, in the presence of humidity, the presence of 
open metal sites may sometimes be a drawback to the puri-
fication of air/gas. In the literature analysis, several selective 
adsorbents for volatile organic compounds such as tetrahy-
drothiophene, benzene, dichloromethane, and ethylene oxide 
are presented [155]. However, kinetic adsorption media, par-
ticularly MOF-5 and MOF-177, do not perform well in this 
regard. Surprisingly, IRMOF-62, largely substituted by BPL 

Fig. 10. (a) Adsorption isotherms of SO2 on SIFSIX-1-Cu, SIFSIX-2-Cu-i, SIFSIX-3-Ni and SIFSIX-3-Zn are presented at tempera-
tures of 273 and 298 K. (b) At a temperature of 298 K, the adsorption isotherms for SO2, CO2, CH4, and N2 on SIFSIX-1-Cu are 
provided. Additionally, the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory selectivities of SIFSIX materials are evaluated for (c) SO2/CO2 mix-
tures and (d) SO2/N2 mixtures, considering varying molar fractions of SO2 in the gas phase at a pressure of 1 bar. Reproduced with 
permission from John Wiley and Sons ref. [137] (License ID 5647811275653).

Fig. 11. Illustrates: (a) the ball-and-stick model of the activated cage before I2 loading, (b) two refined molecular I2 adsorption sites 
inside the β-cage labeled as “Ia” (blue) and “Ib” (red), and (c) the actual molecular arrangement with omitted hydrogen atoms for 
clarity. Reproduced with permission from ACS ref. [147] (License ID 1684275).
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carbon, is not as effective for certain vapours. Additionally, 
IRMOF-3 is found to be a bad adsorbent since none of them 
behaves like a strong Lewis acid, except in the case of eth-
ylene oxide adsorption, where all products are similarly 
unsuccessful.

It has been shown that MOFs containing open metal 
sites are most efficient in extracting vapours from the gas 
stream. In the adsorption of ethylene oxide, BPL carbon is 
surpassed by an order of magnitude by Zn-CPO-27 and 
[Cu3(btc)2]. However, [Cu3(btc)2] remains efficient, while 
Zn-CPO-27 shows limited effectiveness against the entire 
vapor spectrum. When adsorbing benzene and dichloro-
methane, [Cu3(btc)2] demonstrates little difference in effi-
ciency. However, it shows a remarkable increase in adsorp-
tion capacity compared to BPL carbon when capturing tet-
rahydrothiophene. Nevertheless, it is important to consider 
that the efficiency of [Cu3(btc)2] can be significantly impacted 
by moisture, as water molecules may obstruct the unoccu-
pied metal sites. MIL-101 ([Cr3F(H2O)2O(bdc)]) effectively 
adsorbs a diverse range of VOCs with different polarities and 
functional groups, including acetone, benzene, toluene, eth-
ylbenzene, xylenes, n-hexane, methanol butanone, dichloro-
methane, and n-butylamine. Huang et al. [156] demonstrated 
that MIL-101 exhibits a higher affinity for VOCs containing 
aromatic rings, particularly amines, and those with hetero-
atoms. Compared to commonly used adsorbents like resins, 
zeolites and activated carbon equivalents, MIL-101 demon-
strates a superior propensity for adsorbing xylenes, toluene, 
acetone and ethylbenzene [157].

At a temperature of 288 K and a pressure of 56 mbar, MIL-
101 demonstrates an adsorption capacity of 16.7 mmol·g–1 
for benzene, which exceeds the values observed for zeolites 
(SBA-15 and Silicalit-1) by nearly two-fold and surpasses 
activated carbon (ACF and Ajax) by 3–5 times. Moreover, 
the desorption curve profile exhibits two distinct peaks, 
corresponding to the two major benzene adsorption points. 
Strong interactions would take place between the adsorbate 
molecules and the Cr3+ metal centers, while significantly 
weaker interactions would occur between the adsorbate 
and the pore space. It is evident from subsequent adsorp-
tion–desorption experiments that fast desorption kinetics, 
high desorption efficiency, and stable adsorption perfor-
mance across five cycles can be achieved. The efficiency of 
benzene desorption may exceed 96%, which shows that ben-
zene adsorption–desorption is extremely reversible [158]. 
In other words, when the material [Cu3(OH)(capz)] (where 
A can be NH4+, Li+, Na+, K+, Me3NH+, Et3NH+) is exposed to 
mixtures of benzene and cyclohexane vapours, significant 
enhancements occur in its porous surface composition and 
the adsorption selectivity for benzene-cyclohexane mixtures. 
This improvement is achieved through the exchange of NH4+ 
cations within the porous structure of the anionic MOF, 
NH4[Cu3(OH)(capz)] (where capz stands for 4-carboxypyra-
zolate). This modification results in a considerable increase 
in the amount of benzene adsorbed during the process [159].

Xylene and ethylbenzene isomers are adsorbed by the 
compact MIL-53(Al) structure, showing two distinct phases 
and hysteresis in adsorption isotherms at 110°C due to the 
existence of adsorbent molecules, leading to the structure’s 
opening. The sorption line narrows the arrangement at low 
pressures. A single group of molecules can be a group in a 

single file arrangement, which is adsorbed along the length 
of the pores, inside the enclosed confines of the MIL-53(Al) 
structure’s closed shape. The pores are opened up again at 
even higher pressures [160]. There is ample space in the open 
form for xylene isomers to be adsorbed in pairs along the 
length of the pores, resulting in a doubling of the adsorbed 
volume (Fig. 12). Because of the differing efficiency with 
which the pores can be filled with differing isomers, the 
ability of adsorption is greatly affected. This effect is called 
proportional adsorption which happens when the adsor-
bate’s size which molecular form results in an alignment and 
adsorbed sum that is aligned with the adsorbent’s crystalline 
symmetry and pore structure and is self-consistent [161].

An updated MOF, MIL-47 (V), filled with CuCl2, exhibits 
a remarkable benzothiophene adsorption ability. MIL-47(V) 
exhibits an unusual decreasing ability, it is probable that the 
existence of V(III) within the MOF contributes to the gener-
ation of Cu(I) ions from charged Cu(II) ions. The Cu(I) ions 
obtained, display an advantageous effect, presumably by 
π-complexation, on benzothiophene adsorption. CuCl2 con-
centration has been shown to cause an increase in adsorption 
potential up to a certain magnitude (Cu/V = 0.05 mol·mol–1). 
However, when the CuCl2 load is further increased beyond 
the previously mentioned point, the adsorption potential 
starts to decrease. This is due to the acidity/porosity con-
tribution of a Cu(I) site and MIL-47(V) originating from 
CuCl2 [162]. The production of sensor materials, on the 
other hand, is also an area of research that is highly active. 
As shown in Fig. 13, [Zn2(bdc)2-(dpNDI)n] is a compound 
consisting of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid (H2bdc) and 
N, NO-di(4-pyridyl)-1,4,5,8-naphthalenediimide (dpNDI). 
It forms strong stacking interactions with VOC molecules. 
As a consequence, the emission color of the compound 
undergoes a significant shift, which is influenced by the 
ionization potential of each VOC molecule [163].

The {Fe(pyz)[Pt(CN)4]} method can incorporate several 
vapor host molecules, such as CS2 and benzene, altering the 
materials’ optical, magnetic and pore size characteristics. 
This integration could potentially serve sensing purposes 
[164]. As previously stated, when exposed to environmental 
humidity, unsaturated coordinated metal site-based MOFs 
like [Cu3(btc)2] are not effective in capturing (VOCs). A new 
versatile MOF, called [Ni(bpb)](H2bpb = 1,4-(4-bispyrazolyl) 
benzene), which is effective in adsorbing benzene and cyclo-
hexane, is used to solve this problem [165]. Moreover, this 
substance effectively eliminates tetrahydrothiophene from 
CH4-CO2 mixtures, even in the presence of 60% humidity 
and dynamic conditions, surpassing the limitations of MOF-5 
and [Cu3(btc)2] in real-world applications. Finding efficient 
adsorbents for such hazardous substances is crucial in prac-
tical scenarios. It should be remembered that humidity is 
still present in actual environments and water molecules are 
a major competitor for the adsorption of these toxic mole-
cules. The use of strongly hydrophobic MOFs to trap warfare 
agents in this sense is an adequate technique for the selec-
tive adsorption of these molecules even under conditions 
of extreme humidity. For instance, for capture of di-iso-
propyl fluorophosphate (DIFP, sarin nerve gas model) and 
diethyl sulfide (DES, mustard gas model bubbles), MOF-5 
[Zn4O(dmcapz)3] (dmcapz = 3,5-dimethyl-4-carboxypyra-
zolate) is appropriate candidate [166].
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This compound exhibits remarkable stability in terms 
of its chemical, mechanical, and thermal properties, which 
is assured by the M-NO (carboxypyrazolate) coordination 
bond form. Furthermore, it is strongly hydrophobic, con-
tributing to essential partition coefficients of VOC-H2O. 
[Zn4O(dmcapz)3] outperforms [Cu3(btc)2] under atmospheric 
conditions, and does not maintain DIFP or DES upon hydra-
tion. The efficiency of [Zn4O(dmcapz)3], however, resembles 
that of activated carbon molecular sieve, implying related 
sorption mechanisms governed by the non-polar exis-
tence and small size of the pores in the two materials [166]. 
Research has shown that to optimize these porous materi-
als for specific industrial uses, it is essential to enhance the 
stability of MOFs against ambient humidity. Consequently, 
pre- and post-synthetic modification methods have been 
investigated to improve the hydrophobicity of MOFs. The 
incorporation of alkane or fluoroalkane residues into organic 
linkers is one of the most promising methods [124]. The 
synthesis of completely fluorinated MOFs characterized by 
FMOF-1 and FMOF-2 from the combination of Ag+ with 3,5-
bis (trifluoromethyl)-1,2,4-triazolate was stated in this con-
text by Yang et al. [167]. The hydrophobic nature of FMOF-1 
is primarily due to the efficient selective adsorption poten-
tial observed for aliphatic and aromatic oils (benzene, tolu-
ene, p-xylene, cyclohexane and n-hexane) components that 
prevent water molecules from entering their pores [167]. In 
Fig. 14, the isoreticular MOFs such as  [Ni8(OH)4(H2O)2(L)6] 
(H2L1 = 1H-pyrazole-4-carboxylic acid; H2L2 = 4-(1H-pyrazol-
4-yl) benzoic acid, H2L3 = 4, 4’-benzene-1,4-diylbis-(1H-pyr-
azole), H2L4 = 4,4’-buta-1,3-diyne-1,4-diylbis (1H-pyrazole), 
H2L5 = 4.4’-(benzene-1,4-diildietin-2,1-diyl) bis (1H-pyrazole), 
H2L5-R (R = methyl, trifluoromethyl)) shows that the use 
of metal azolate coordination bonds leads to more stable 
materials [124].

Furthermore, the pore size and surface polarity are influ-
enced by the length and functionalization of linkers. In a 
very competitive humid environment (up to 80% relative 
humidity), the key data about the capture of harmful agents 
were obtained and compared to hydrophobic activated car-
bon. Indeed, the analysis of the adsorbate step following the 
DES (diethyl sulfide) adsorption process in wet streams with 
a relative humidity of 80% reveals that under these condi-
tions, only [Ni8(OH)4(H2O)2L5-CF3)6] and carbon active cap-
ture DES demonstrate that the sorption of DES into this MOF 
does not influence the existence of humidity. In very com-
plicated environmental conditions, this isoreticular sequence 
may be seen as a first step towards the rational nature 
of MOFs for the identification of hazardous VOCs [124].

3.3. MOFs for removal of inorganic pollution

Over the past few years, there has been a notable increase 
in the exploration of MOFs for their potential application 
in water treatment. This chapter provides a comprehensive 
review that specifically outlines the ability of MOFs to effec-
tively eliminate inorganic contaminants. The section cate-
gorizes inorganic pollutants into three distinct groups: cat-
ionic contaminants, metalloids, and anionic trace elements, 
each characterized by distinct mechanisms of removal.

3.3.1. Metalloids removal

3.3.1.1. Arsenic removal

Due to its toxic nature, the contamination of water with 
arsenic (As) is a major concern. The existence of arsenic in 
water has the potential to be hazardous for the well-being 
of both people and the natural surroundings. It is essen-
tial to detect arsenate arsenite [As(III)] and [As(V)] in the 

Fig. 12. (A) Isotherms for adsorption (represented by solid symbols) and desorption (represented by open symbols) of o-xylene 
(oX) and p-xylene (pX) at a temperature of 110°C are measured on MIL-53(Al). (B) Behavior of p-xylene at 110°C within the pores 
of MIL-53(Al). (C) X-ray diffractograms of MIL-53(Al) with varying loadings of o-xylene (oX). Reproduced with permission from 
John Wiley and Sons ref. [160,161] (License ID 5647810618673).
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given context. The thermodynamically stable state of arse-
nic is As(V) and it is commonly present in surface waters, 
whereas arsenic(III) is typically detected in underground 
water sources [168]. Due to arsenic(V) being the dominant 
and thermodynamically stable form of arsenic in surface 
waters, scientists have synthesized MOFs that are specifically 
engineered to effectively capture and remove arsenic(V). 
The MOF, FeBTC, includes, as a metal node, iron and, as an 
organic linker, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid. Using NaOH 
and HCl, its adsorption efficiency was evaluated under var-
ious pH conditions. At an initial concentration of As(V) of 
5 mg·L–1 at pH 4, the removal efficiency of As(V) by Fe-BTC 
exceeds 96%. This MOF demonstrates an effectiveness that is 
37 times greater at extracting As(V) than Fe2O3 nanoparticles 
[169,170]. The structure of zeolite imidazolate 8 (ZIF-8) has 
shown significant sorption capabilities for arsenic, offering 
at neutral pH, a capacity of adsorption of 59.89 mg·g–1 for 
As(III) and 50.15 mg·g–1 for As(V). This suggests a strong 
potential for the removal of As(III) due to its higher sorption 
capability in comparison to As(V). As a result of the higher 
concentration of loading for As(III) compared to As(V), opti-
mal adsorption potential is observed for As(III) in relation to 
As(V). Despite using the same concentrations of As(V) and 
As(III) for the analysis, the adsorption behavior was not iden-
tical. As a result, As(V) displays a (PC) of 0.90 L·g–1, whereas 
As(III) displays a higher amount of 1.90 L·g–1 for the parti-
tion coefficient. This suggests that ZIF-8 is more efficient in 
adsorbing As(III) compared to As(V) [119].

In aqueous media, MOF-808, has also been used to 
extract As(V). During the initial 30 min at pH = 4, there 
was rapid adsorption of the original As(V) concentration of 
5 mg·L–1, resulting in a high removal efficiency of 95% for 
As(V). Weak van der Waals interactions have been proposed 
as the adsorption mechanism between arsenate and the Zr 
metal nodal surface sites in MOF-808 [171]. Over a pH range 
spanning from 1 to 10, the MOF UiO-66 has shown promis-
ing capabilities for adsorbing arsenic. The confirmed uptake 
process involves coordinating metal node hydroxyl (–OH) 
group and/or replacement of ligands from benzenedicarbox-
ylic acid, as confirmed by Fourier-transform infrared spec-
troscopy and PXRD [172]. The thiolate derivative of UiO-66, 
known as UiO-66-(SH)2, exhibits a unique dual system for 
effectively capturing both As(V) and As(III). The thiolated 
ligands selectively bind to arsenite species, whereas the MOF 
node associates with arsenate species. After 6 h, the adsorp-
tion capacity of UiO-66-(SH)2 for arsenite and arsenate is 10 
and 40 mg·g–1, respectively [132,172]. Fluctuating adsorption 
potential for As(V) is demonstrated by MIL-53(Fe), a dis-
tinct type of MOF. The metal ion in the node plays a crucial 
role in this behavior. MIL-53(Fe) exhibits a partition coeffi-
cient value of 1.07 L·g–1 and a sorption capacity of 20 mg·g–1. 
This can be attributed to the Lewis interactions between the 
metal ion present in MIL-53 and the anionic H2AsO4

– [173].

3.3.1.2. Removal of antimony

Sb, a non-metal, is frequently employed in ceramics, 
glasses, alloys and flame retardants [174]. The increasing 
release of antimony into land and surface water, with sub-
sequent atmospheric contamination, has become a growing 
concern worldwide. Due to the potential adverse effects of 

prolonged exposure to antimony on human health, the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has set the per-
missible antimony content in drinking water at 6 mg·L–1 
[175]. Antimonite and antimonate are the most often found 
oxidation states of antimony. In water, under oxic conditions 
and pH values above 3, Sb(V) is the dominant species pres-
ent [176]. The MOF NU-1000 (NU stands for Northwestern 
University) has been utilized for extracting Sb(V) from water 
in a pH range of 1–11, owing to its thermal, mechanical, 
and chemical stability [177,178]. NU-1000, a Zr-based MOF, 
demonstrates high removal potential of 260 mg·g–1 within 
30–48 h. The material displays resilience when exposed to 
diverse aqueous conditions, and the analysis of differen-
tial pair distribution functions has unveiled the mechanism 
by which antimony binds [179]. NU-1000 has the capac-
ity to adsorb approximately 287.88 mg·g–1 of antimonate 
and 136.97 mg·g–1 of antimonite [180]. NU-1000 with a par-
tition coefficient of 0.83 L·g–1, shows better efficiency for 
Sb(V), while its performance for Sb(III) is poorer (PC value 
of 0.32 L·g–1), indicating its suitability for the elimination of 
Sb(V) [179].

Zr-based MOFs, known for their excellent thermal and 
chemical stability, have gained significant interest in recent 
scientific studies. Researchers have explored the addition of 
amino groups, such as in UiO-66, to improve the sorption 
ability of MOFs based on Zr [181]. UiO-66(NH2), an updated 
version of UiO-66 with amino groups, exhibits a strong inter-
action force with Sb, making it highly effective in adsorbing 
both Sb(V) and Sb(III). UiO-66 demonstrates a lower effi-
cacy in antimonite removal, approximately 22 mg·g–1, but 
significantly higher efficiency for antimonate. In contrast, 
UiO-66(NH2) shows improved efficiency with 40 mg·g–1 for 
antimonate and 38 mg·g–1 for antimonite uptake [182]. With 
increasing temperature, the adsorption efficiency of both 
UiO-66 and UiO-66(NH2) MOFs improves. UiO-66 exhib-
its a PC amount of 0.13 L·g–1 for Sb(III) extraction, whereas 
UiO-66(NH2) displays a PC value of 0.21 L·g–1. As a result, the 
modified version of the MOF proves to be more effective for 
Sb(III) removal compared to its unmodified form [182].

3.3.2. Positively charged trace elements’ removal

3.3.2.1. Mercury removal

Even in small amounts, mercury (Hg) is an highly poi-
sonous metallic cation. It can be present in drinking water, 
and the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends a 
maximum concentration of 1 mg·L–1 for mercury in drink-
ing water. Via food chain contamination, Mercury (Hg) 
has the tendency to bioaccumulate and can be transferred 
to humans. The toxicity or contamination of mercury pre-
dominantly impacts the victim’s central nervous system. 
Cardiac disease, cardiovascular disease and even more are 
other biochemical consequences of Hg. For the reduction of 
toxic Hg cations, various forms of modified MOFs have been 
used [119]. During the initial 120-min contact with the pol-
luted media, thiol-HKUST-1 exhibited an adsorption capac-
ity exceeding 99%, effectively eliminating almost 716 mg·g–1 
of Hg(II) from the media with an initial concentration of 
415.5 mg·g–1 [183]. The introduction of a metal cluster con-
taining iron enabled the magnetic modification of the simple 
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structure, resulting in (Fe3O4-SiO2-HKUST-1). The highest 
Hg(II) uptake was observed at pH 3, reaching 265 mg·g–1 from 
an initial concentration of 21 mg·L–1. Fe3O4-SiO2-HKUST-1 
and Thiol-HKUST-1 demonstrated relatively low partition 
coefficients of 1.30 and 0.50 L·g–1, respectively [184].

UiO-66-NH2 was subjected to post-synthetic modifica-
tion through covalent modification to create UiO-66-NHC(S)
NHMe MOF by Saleem et al. [185]. After 240 min from an 
initial concentration of 100 mg·L–1, this new structure exhib-
ited a Hg(II) adsorption capability of 99%. Modified UiO-66-
NHC(S)NHMe exhibited a significantly higher adsorption 
capacity of 137.89 L·g–1 for Hg(II) compared to the efficiency 
of Zr-DMBD, which achieved complete uptake of Hg(II) 

from a starting concentration of 10.0 mg·L–1. This comparison 
shows that the modified UiO-66-NHC(S)NHMe is a more 
efficient MOF for Hg(II) adsorption, considering its higher 
adsorption capacity [186].

Zn(hip)(L)(DMF)(H2O), synthesized through solvother-
mal methods, demonstrated remarkable removal power 
for mercury. At a pH of 5, it showed the maximum poten-
tial for mercury removal, particularly at low concentrations 
such as 5, 10, and 20 mg·L–1. The [Ni(3-bpd)2(NCS)2] MOF, 
as suggested by Halder et al. [187], exhibited Hg(II) adsorp-
tion with a color transition from green to grey. This MOF 
showed high selectivity for Hg compared to other solution 
ions for instance As3+, Cd2+ and Pb2+, resulting in a 95% uptake 
of Hg(II) from a 10 mg·L–1 solution. Numerous experiments 
have been conducted to evaluate the efficiency of different 
adsorbents in extracting Hg(II) ions from water, considering 
the high toxicity of mercury [187].

3.3.2.2. Removal of cadmium and lead

Cadmium (Cd) is a metal ion that can cause high levels 
of toxicity, mainly impacting vital organs like the liver and 
kidneys. On the other hand, lead(II) is known for its adverse 
neurotoxic effects. It bioaccumulates in food chains and poses 
particular toxicity risks to higher-order organisms within 
the food chain. The presence of radioactive metal ions like 
Cd and Pb in water bodies can lead to water contamination, 
which can have harmful consequences for marine organ-
isms and humans [188]. To ensure the safety of drinking 
water and food supplies, the removal of these metals from 
water bodies is crucial.

Magnetic matrix composites for Pb(II) removal were 
developed by Ricco et al. [189] using a mixture of MIL-53 
MOFs and nanoparticles of iron oxide. The incorporation 
of 50% amino-functionalized groups into the MOF of MIL-
53(Al@100aBDC) resulted in a significant improvement in 
the adsorption of Pb(II), achieving a utmost reported capac-
ity of 490 mg·g–1 in a 6-h period. Another highly efficient 
Pb(II) adsorbent in aqueous media is the MnO2-MOF system, 
which demonstrated a remarkable adsorption potential of 
917 mg·g–1 within 1 h. The pH of the solution decreased to 5 
due to the release of protons during the adsorption process. 
Simultaneously, MnO2-MOF exhibited encouraging pros-
pects for the removal of Cd(II) [77].

In their study, Zhang et al. [190] established HS-mSi@
MOF-5, a modified version of MOF-5 with a silica coating 
and thiol functionalization. At an optimal pH of 6, this novel 
material reached a capacity of 312 mg·g–1 for Pb(II) removal 
within just 30 min. In comparison, MOF-5 demonstrated a 
reasonable potential for removing Pb(II) at pH 4 and pH 6, but 
its efficiency decreased at pH 5. These variations in efficiency 
with changes in pH are attributed to the existence of acidic 
and basic active sites within the framework of MOF-5. The 
original MOF-5 without any alterations demonstrated a peak 
adsorption capability of 212 mg·g–1 for Pb(II) ions [191]. The 
performances of both MOFs in removing Pb(II) were excel-
lent, with respective PC values of 7.0 and 7.6 L·g–1. However, 
At pH 5, the reason for the reduced Pb(II) adsorption remains 
uncertain when compared to pH 4 and pH 6, considering 
the MOF-5 structure contains both acidic and basic active 
sites, which contribute to its versatile adsorption properties.

Fig. 13. Luminescence of the powdered [Zn2(bdc)2(dpNDI)]n  
material suspended in a liquid, exposed to different vola-
tile organic compounds molecules after excitation at 365 nm 
using a commercial ultraviolet lamp. The bottom part of 
the figure presents the collected normalized spectra of the 
[Zn2(bdc)2(dpNDI)]n@VOC compounds when excited at 370 nm. 
Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature, ref. [163] 
(under a Creative Commons license).
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The Cd(II) adsorption potential of MOF-5 was lower, 
measuring at 3.60 mg·g–1, with a slightly lower PC value of 
0.01 L·g–1. In contrast, the modified MOF showed a relatively 
higher PC amount of 2.61 L·g–1 for the removal of Cd(II). 
Moreover, HS-mSi@MOF-5 demonstrated a comparable 
equilibrium time of 30 min for Cd(II) adsorption when com-
pared to Pb(II). However, its adsorption capacity for Cd(II) 
was lower at 98.0 mg·g–1 compared to Pb(II) [191].

Adsorptions for both Pb(II) and Cd(II) showed a similar 
equilibrium time and optimal pH, with TMU-5 exhibiting 
a removal capacity of 43 mg·g–1 for Cd(II) and 250 mg·g–1 
for Pb(II).

In a span of 10 min, HKUST-1 MW@H3PW12O40, which 
is derived from the MOF HKUST-1, exhibited a Cd(II) 
adsorption capacity of 32 mg·g–1 through chemisorption. 
Afterward, within 80 min, the material showed a Pb(II) 
uptake potential of 98 mg·g–1 [192].

At an optimal pH of 7 and during a 120-min timeframe, 
Cu-terephthalate MOF demonstrated an adsorption capacity 

of 90 mg·g–1 for Cd(II) and 80 mg·g–1 for Pb(II), with corre-
sponding PC values of 2.51 and 2.28 L·g–1, respectively [193]. 
Furthermore, compared to graphene oxide and zeolite, 
Cu-terephthalate MOF demonstrated outstanding adsorp-
tion capacity for the treatment of high acid drainage con-
centrations containing Mn, Cu, Zn, Fe, Cd, and Pb [194].

3.3.3. Negatively charged trace elements’ removal

3.3.3.1. Chromium removal

An element of industrial relevance is chromium (Cr), 
which has been discharged into the atmosphere in signifi-
cant quantities. The two primary toxic forms of chromium 
are trivalent chromium (Cr(III) and hexavalent chromium 
(Cr(VI)). Cr(VI) is extremely hazardous and poses consid-
erable risks to living organisms due to its carcinogenic and 
mutagenic properties. The main contributors to the atmo-
spheric release of Cr(VI) ions are industries like leather tan-
ning, pigment production, and dyeing processes.

Within a 2-h timeframe, a magnetic MOF named Fe3O4@
MIL-100Fe was explored for its efficacy in eliminating 
hexavalent chromium. At an optimal pH of 2, this mag-
netic MOF demonstrated an impressive maximum sorption 
capability of ~19 mg·g–1, achieving a partition coefficient 
of 0.175 L·g–1 [195]. At a pH of 10, TMU-5 functionalized 
with azine demonstrated an ultimate removal potential of 
124 mg·g–1 [192]. In 10 min, an effective sorption capacity of 
146 mg·g–1 was exhibited by TMU-30, besides a magnetized 
MOF, Fe3O4@MIL-100Fe, demonstrated a comparatively 
strong output of 2.05 L·g–1 within the same time frame [196].

The modified version of UiO-66, known as chitosan-MOF 
composite, displayed a robust electrostatic attraction 
between –NH2 groups in the linkers and high oxidation state 
metal ions. This led to an impressive adsorption potential of 
94 mg·g–1 for Cr(VI), with an exceptionally high PC value of 
50.0 L·g–1 [197]. In terms of adsorption performance, the chi-
tosan-MOF composite outperformed MOR-1-HA, a similar 
amino-functionalized MOF developed by Rapti et al. [198] 
which had a PC value of 0.32 L·g–1 and a maximum adsorp-
tion potential of 280.0 mg·g–1.

3.3.3.2. Removal of fluoride

The global public health concern of removing fluoride 
from water supplies is an urgent issue [199]. Dental and 
skeletal fluorosis can occur as a result of prolonged con-
sumption of water with fluoride levels exceeding 1.5 mg·L–1 
[200]. Therefore, reducing fluoride levels in water sources 
is crucial for addressing these issues.

The investigation revealed that [Ce(L1)0.5(NO3)
(H2O)2]·2DMF exhibited significantly higher fluoride 
adsorption capacity (104.01 mg·g–1) and a faster rate of flu-
oride uptake (1.80 g·mg–1·min–1) compared to its counter-
part, Eu3(L2)2(OH)(DMF)0.22(H2O)5.78 [199]. Interestingly, the 
efficiency of the fluoride MOF decreased with increasing 
temperature. At 318 and 298 K, [Ce(L1)0.5(NO3)(H2O)2]·2DMF 
showed PC values of 0.80 and 0.45 L·g–1, respectively, outper-
forming Eu3(L2)2(OH)(DMF)0.22(H2O)5.78, which demonstrated 
PC values of 0.27 and 0.18 L·g–1 at 318 and 298 K, respectively. 
Another MOF called MIL-96(Al) was used for defluoridation 

 
Fig. 14. (A) Crystal structure of the highly hydrophobic 
[Ni8(OH)4(H2O)2(L5)6] compound, where H2L5 is defined as 
4,40-(benzene-2,5-trifluoromethyl-1,4-diyldiethyne-2,1-diyl)
bis-1H-pyrazole. (B) Effect of incorporating hydrophobic 
residues into benzene on the water adsorption isotherms at 
298 K. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons 
ref. [124] (License ID 5647800443117).
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and demonstrated a maximum adsorption capacity of 
31.69 mg·g–1. At temperatures of 298, 308, and 318 K, MIL-
96(Al) exhibited PC values of 0.96, 1.12, and 1.88 L·g–1, respec-
tively. Notably, higher temperatures resulted in improved 
fluoride adsorption efficiency [201].

At temperatures of 293, 313, and 333 K, the UiO-66-NH2 
system exhibited maximum adsorption potentials of 60, 
53, and 42 mg·g–1, respectively. The efficiency data for both 
MIL-96(Al) and UiO-66-NH2 demonstrated an upward 
trend as the temperatures increased [202]. MOF-801, a 
fumarate-based MOF, achieved over 80% fluoride removal 
(32.13 mg·g–1) with sorption efficiency of 0.25 L·g–1. This 
non-toxic calcium fumarate (CaFu) MOF demonstrated an 
estimated overall fluoride uptake potential at 373 K of up 
to 166 mg·g–1 [203]. At 303 K, MOF-801 also displayed a 
sorption capacity of 40.1 mg·g–1. It maintained strong and 
stable adsorption efficiency within the pH range of 2–10, 
even in the presence of high ion concentrations and other 
anions such as Cl, NO3, and SO4

2–. The adsorption efficiency 
was observed to increase with rising temperature. MOF-801 
showed PC values of 0.4 L·g–1 at 293 K and 0.45 L·g–1 at 323 K. 
Within MOF-801, chemisorption is employed as an effec-
tive approach for defluoridation, involving the exchange of 
hydroxyl groups and fluoride ions [204].

3.3.4. Various ions sorption by MOFs

3.3.4.1. Phosphorous removal

Excessive phosphorus levels in surface water contrib-
ute to eutrophication, prompting environmental scientists 
to focus on its removal from aqueous media. In a recent 
study, a highly effective phosphate adsorbent, La-MOF, fea-
turing a hierarchical structure composed of microspheres, 
nanorods, and nanoparticles, demonstrated remarkable 
adsorption capabilities, surpassing 170 mg·phosphates/g. 
La-MOF demonstrated a remarkable efficiency with a value 
of 4.03 L·g–1 [205]. Another water-stable MOF, zeolitic imidaz-
olate system (ZIF-67), has shown effectiveness as a phosphate 
removal material. Optimum model parameters led to the 
highest PO4

3– removal of 99.2%, achieved with a ZIF-67 dos-
age of 832.4 mg·L–1 at pH 6.82 and a mixing time of 39.95 min. 
Additionally, the maximum adsorption capacity for mono-
layer phosphate reached 92.43 mg·g–1, while the thermody-
namic properties indicated characteristics of random, phy-
sisorption, and endothermic processes [206]. Modified MOFs 
have been employed for phosphate adsorption to enhance 
removal capacity. At ambient temperature, the introduc-
tion of polyethyleneimine (PEI) into MOF UiO-66, with a 
PEI loading of 9.45%, resulted in an impressive maximum 
removal capacity of 73.15 mg of phosphorus per gram. This 
removal efficiency was maintained over a broad pH range, 
from 2 to 7, and reached equilibrium within a short timeframe 
of 50 min. UiO-66 impregnated with polyethyleneimine also 
demonstrated high regeneration efficiency, with more than 
six cyclic runs [207]. MIL-101, denoted as MIL-101@Zr(DS), 
was functionalized with ZrO2 nanoparticles, resulting in 
a moderate PO4

3– removal capacity of 22 mg·P·g–1 and an 
uptake efficiency of 0.24 L·g–1. The inclusion of humic acid 
had a substantial impact on the adsorption potential of PO4

3– 
within the MOF, leading to a reduction of two to ten times 
in adsorption, contingent upon the nanoparticles’ dispersion 

[208]. UiO-66, a Zr-based MOF synthesized through solvo-
thermal methods, displayed a phosphate adsorption capacity 
of 415 mg·g–1, slightly surpassing other Zr-based adsorbents. 
This superiority is attributed to the strong attraction between 
PO4

3– and Zr-OH groups. By introducing amino-substituted 
UiO-66-NH2, the affinity for PO4

3– was further enhanced 
through amine-PO4

3– interactions, leading to a doubling of 
the removal potential with increasing temperature. Notably, 
both UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH2 achieved complete removal 
(100%) of PO4

3– from urine and diluted urine solutions [209].

3.3.4.2. Removal of radioactive metal ions

MOFs have shown great potential as adsorbents for 
the removal of radioactive metal ions, although the focus 
on this application is not as extensive as for other pollut-
ants. Uranium U(VI) has received the most attention in 
the context of MOF-based removal. A wide range of MOFs 
had been tested for U(VI) sorption, with reported removal 
capacities ranging from 100 to 781 mg·g–1 [210]. The pro-
cesses involved in removal of U(VI) primarily include ion 
exchange, carboxylic and amine coordination, electrostatic 
interactions, chemisorption and hydrogen bonding [211]. 
Pristine (e.g., MOF-2), modified (e.g., MOF-74), and compos-
ite (e.g., GO-COOH/UiO66) MOFs have been investigated 
for U(VI) adsorption. HKUST-1 demonstrated the high-
est uranium removal capacity, reaching 788 mg·g–1 at pH 6 
and 60 min, with a PC value of 2.7 L·g–1. Other MOFs, such 
as UiO-66-(COOH)2, HKUST-1@H3PW12O40 and SCU-100, 
exhibited maximum adsorption potentials of 540 mg·g–1 for 
ReO4–, 350 mg·g–1 for Th4+, and 350 mg·g–1 for Eu3+, respec-
tively [75]. SCU-100 MOF demonstrated considerable poten-
tial as an adsorbent, as indicated by its PC value of 1.82 L·g–1 
for ReO4– adsorption. The presence of Ag-O-Re bonds in 
the SCU-100 structure effectively trapped ReO4– ions within 
its void spaces, highlighting its exceptional selectivity for 
ReO4–. In comparison, UiO-66-(COOH)2, a modified MOF, 
exhibited the highest PC value of 2.7 L·g–1 for Th4+ adsorp-
tion, while UiO-66-COOH and UiO-66 displayed lower PC 
values of 0.9 and 0.08 L·g–1, respectively. The arrangement of 
carboxyl groups played a critical role in influencing the Th4+ 
adsorption efficiency of these MOFs [212].

The key factors affecting the adsorption of MOFs-based 
materials can be summarized:

(1) MOF composition: The choice of metal ions and organic 
linkers in the MOF structure significantly influences its 
adsorption capabilities. Tailoring these components can 
enhance adsorption efficiency.

(2) Pore structure and surface area: MOFs offer high sur-
face area and tunable porosity. This parameter greatly 
impacts their adsorption potential, as it provides 
more active sites for contaminant binding.

(3) Stability and water resistance: MOFs are generally 
not stable in water, which is a challenge for real-world 
applications. Researchers have developed thermally and 
water-stable MOFs to overcome this limitation.

(4) Specific contaminant targeting: MOFs can be designed 
to selectively adsorb specific contaminants by match-
ing their chemical properties. This selectivity is vital for 
efficient pollutant removal.
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(5) Composite materials: Combining MOFs with other 
adsorbents or materials can enhance their overall 
adsorption performance and address specific pollutant 
removal challenges.

Moreover, it is essential to understand the mechanisms 
behind MOF-based adsorption for a more comprehensive 
view:

(1) Host-guest interactions: MOFs often utilize their 
porous structures to capture and hold pollutant mol-
ecules through host-guest interactions. Contaminants 
are physically adsorbed within the MOF pores, relying 
on factors like pore size and shape to determine which 
pollutants can be effectively adsorbed.

(2) Chemical bonding: In some cases, MOFs form chemical 
bonds with pollutants. This can involve coordination 
bonds, covalent bonds, or other chemical interactions. 
For example, inorganic pollutants like metal ions can 
form coordination bonds with metal sites in the MOF 
structure.

(3) Surface adsorption: MOFs may also adsorb pollutants 
on their external surfaces, especially when the pore 
structure is not suitable for accommodating the contam-
inants. Surface adsorption typically relies on physical 
interactions, such as van der Waals forces or electrostatic 
interactions.

(4) Tunable selectivity: MOFs can be designed with spe-
cific functional groups or tailored structures that enable 
selective adsorption based on the chemical properties 
of the contaminants. This tunable selectivity is a critical 
mechanism in addressing various pollutants.

(5) Competitive adsorption: Competitive adsorption occurs 
when multiple types of pollutants are present. MOFs 
may exhibit preferences for certain pollutants, and this 
competitive behavior can be understood through the 
study of adsorption isotherms and kinetics.

By considering both the key factors and mechanisms, 
researchers can optimize the design and application of 
MOFs for effective environmental pollutant removal.

3.4. MOFs recyclability

MOFs have been shown to be highly recyclable and 
reusable in various applications. Das and Nagaraja [213] 
conducted a recent study demonstrating the creation of a 
highly efficient and recyclable catalyst for converting CO2 
into oxazolidinones. They utilized an N-heterocyclic car-
bene (NHC)-based MOF with embedded Cu(I), showcasing 
excellent recyclability and selective CO2 uptake properties. 
This MOF’s unique features, including a high density of 
CO2-attracting NHC and catalytic Cu(I) sites within its 1D 
channels, enabled efficient CO2 conversion into α-alkylidene 
cyclic carbonates and oxazolidinones under room tempera-
ture and atmospheric pressure conditions. Notably, the 
Cu(I)@NHC-MOF exhibited impressive recyclability over ten 
regeneration cycles, maintaining both catalytic activity and 
chemical stability.

Wen et al. [214] conducted a study describing the cre-
ation of a novel MOF-based photocatalyst designed for both 

gaseous pollutant degradation and adsorbent regeneration. 
This photocatalyst exhibited outstanding performance under 
visible light and demonstrated high stability and reusabil-
ity. While MOFs are known to have relatively low stability 
due to weaker coordination bonds compared to materials 
like zeolites or porous carbon-based substances, they excel 
in CO2 adsorption capabilities. Ding et al. [215] are actively 
working on enhancing the stability of MOFs. They summa-
rize recent advancements in designing and synthesizing 
stable MOFs and MOF-based materials through de novo 
synthesis and post-synthetic structural processing. Their 
work emphasizes the importance of strategies to bolster 
MOF stability, which would expand their practical applica-
tions, especially in the context of CO2 capture and conversion  
processes.

Several methods have been suggested for the recy-
cling of MOFs. Firstly, solvent-based recovery is a common 
approach involving the dissolution of MOFs in suitable sol-
vents, with the recovered MOFs being redeposited on var-
ious substrates. Horcajada et al. [216] and Zhu et al. [217] 
have showcased the feasibility of this method. Secondly, 
thermal decomposition can be employed to break down 
MOFs, leaving behind metal or metal oxide residues that can 
be reused for MOF synthesis, as investigated by Li et al. [218] 
and Furukawa et al. [219]. Thirdly, mechanical methods, 
including ball milling, can be utilized to break down MOFs, 
reducing the need for solvents, as exemplified by Xu et al. 
[220]. However, MOF recycling is not without challenges. 
Maintaining the structural integrity of MOFs during the 
recycling process, as highlighted by Furukawa et al. [219], is 
one concern. Contaminants within MOFs can impede recy-
cling and may require purification steps, as seen in the work 
of Xu et al. [221].

Some recycling methods, such as thermal decomposi-
tion, can be energy-intensive, emphasizing the importance 
of developing more energy-efficient recycling processes, as 
pointed out by Li et al. [218]. Finally, a proactive approach 
involves the green synthesis of MOFs with reduced environ-
mental impact to enhance their recyclability, which has been 
advocated by the study of Kumar et al. [222]. Addressing 
these challenges is essential for improving the sustain-
ability of MOF recycling.

4. Conclusions and future perspectives

MOFs have emerged as promising adsorbents for the 
removal of toxic contaminants from wastewater. Extensive 
research has been conducted on using MOFs for the aque-
ous phase removal of environmental pollutants, highlighting 
their superior adsorption potential and kinetics compared to 
traditional adsorbents like AC and zeolite. The exceptional 
textural characteristics of MOF, including tunable porosity 
and large surface area, coupled with their ability for flexi-
ble incorporation, contribute to their enhanced adsorption 
performance. Various interactions such as π–π, electro-
static, acid–base, hydrogen bonding, and coordination with 
coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUSs) facilitate effective 
adsorption of pollutants onto MOFs. The specific interac-
tion mechanisms depend on the nature of the pollutants and 
the structure/chemistry of the MOF. By carefully selecting 
metal ions and organic linkers during synthesis or through 
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post-synthetic modifications (PSMs), MOFs can be tailored 
to exhibit desired functionalities for specific applications. 
The synthesis approach employed for MOFs influences 
factors such as surface area, morphology, pore size, dimen-
sionality, and chemical environment. Despite the promising 
potential of MOFs for water purification, several challenges 
need to be addressed. These include the durability of MOFs 
in aqueous environments, the recyclability and reusability 
of MOF materials, and their performance in treating com-
plex wastewater effluents containing multiple pollutants. 
Further research is required to enhance our understanding 
of the adsorbate-MOF interactions and improve the adsorp-
tion capabilities of existing MOFs, as well as develop new 
MOFs. Water-stable MOFs are particularly sought after, 
and efforts should be made to introduce water resistance 
into MOF structures. Until water-stable MOFs are achieved, 
they can still serve as super adsorbents for wastewater treat-
ment, particularly in point-of-entry (POE) and point-of-use 
(POU) water treatment systems for small-scale industries 
and individual households. Systematic studies on the struc-
tural adaptations of ligands in water environments are also 
needed. To promote the widespread applicability of MOFs, 
research efforts should focus on designing efficient and 
cost-effective synthesis processes, developing regeneration 
and recycling protocols, and exploring sustainable disposal 
options for spent MOF materials. The continuous evolution 
of MOFs towards improved efficiency and stability is crucial 
to establish them as widely accepted adsorbents in water 
purification, aligning with various safety and environmental  
standards.
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